Stereotactic radiosurgery (SRS) is one of the treatment modalities for benign intra-cranial tumor, especially for the tumor located next to the critical neural structure. The prescribed dose for radiosurgery depends on the maximal tumor diameter and surrounding normal tissue tolerance dose. This cross sectional study was conducted to evaluate the physician's tendency in radiosurgery dose prescription. We observed treatment planning data of 32 patients with benign intra-cranial tumor, which had been treated with SRS at Dr. Cipto Mangunkusumo National Hospital in 2009. The peripheral dose, organ at risk (OAR) dose limitiation and maximum tumor diameter were recorded. We compared our SRS dose with dose limitation, which allowed safer dosing based on maximal tumor diameter perspective and the nearest OAR dose constraint. From maximal tumor diameter perspective, we prescribed mean±SD radiosurgery doses, which were 11.63±2.21Gy, 10.21±1.29Gy and 9.88±1.07Gy for the tumor size ≤2cm, 2.01-3cm and 3,01-4cm respectively. Our radiosurgery dose was the lowest than dose limitation based on the nearest OAR perspective, followed by maximal tumor diameter perspective. It was concluded that radiosurgery dose had the tendency to be influenced by surrounding healthy tissue tolerance rather than maximal tumor diameter.
Introduction
Stereotactic is derived from the Greek word "stereos" which means solid and "taxis" which means arrangement or order. Stereotactic radiosurgery (SRS) implies the delivery of a single large dose of focused radiation, which can kill tumor cell and /or obliterate blood vessels with the application of a three-dimensional coordinate system to navigate the localization of small targets inside the skull cavity. The use of high-dose radiation in radiosurgery requires three-dimensional mapping technique to guide radiosurgery procedure because it will produce precise target localization while minimizing radiation dose to surrounding normal tissue. The efficacy of stereotactic radiosurgery allows high probability of local control comparable to surgery. [1] [2] [3] The definitive treatment of benign intra-cranial tumors is surgery. In many cases, a benign tumor is located in areas where there are many vital structures surrounding it. Therefore, the surgery is difficult to do because surgery can cause high morbidity and mortality. Because of the large risk of complications, radiotherapy becomes an alternative treatment. In a benign tumor, radiotherapy is less responsive because it is classified as a radioresistant tumor. The objective of radiosurgery in benign tumor is no progression in tumor size. Tumor treated with radiosurgery needs latent period to shrink. 2, 4, 5 In parallel with the development of radiobiology, knowledge of the benign tumor's radio-sensitivity to fractionation begins to be known. From several studies, a benign tumor has a α/β ratio approximately 3Gray (Gy). With a low α/β ratio, re-oxygenation plays a less important role, which causes fractionation less important. So in small low α/β ratio tumor, it is more reasonable to give a single fraction or hypofractionation. Radiosurgery process does not require much time. The whole process usually requires 4-5 hours. 2, 6, 7 This study was conducted to evaluate factor that influences the physician's tendency in radiosurgery dose determination in radiosurgery procedure at Dr. Cipto Mangunkusumo Hospital, Jakarta.
Methods
This cross sectional study analyzed 32 treatment planning data from the medical record for radiosurgery of benign tumor, which had been undergone radiosurgery procedure in Department of Radiotherapy Dr. Cipto Mangunkusumo National Hospital, Jakarta, from January 2009 until December 2010. SRS was delivered using Elekta ® Synergy S linear accelerator (LINAC) and radiosurgery dose calculation was performed in Precise PLAN ® treatment planning system.
The data collected were gender, age, maximal tumor diameter, tumor volume, and tumor dose. We collected information of the dose from treatment planning data in the medical record in the form of dose volume histogram (DVH). Tumor dose is determined by dose at the edge (peripheral) of tumor. The organ at risk (OAR) dose is determined by the maximum dose (Dmax) stated in the DVH. For benign tumor, we classified into group of the tumor. The group consisted of pituitary adenoma, skull base meningioma, convexity meningioma, craniopharyngioma, acoustic neuroma and pineal tumor.
From these tumor groups, we evaluated factor that influences the radiosurgery dose determination based on maximal tumor diameter and OAR tolerance dose. OAR dose was determined based on the lowest OAR tolerance dose based on the critical structure located next to the tumor.
All statistical analysis was performed using the Statistical Package for Social Sciences (SPSS version 17.0, Chicago, USA).
Results
Characteristic data are shown in Table 1 . Most of the patients were female and acoustic neuroma was the most found benign tumor in this study. We applied the lowest dose in RTOG 90-05, which was 15Gy for maximum tumor diameter 31-40mm ( Table 2 ). The comparison of radiosurgery dose and OAR dose limitation showed that the physician's tendency of dose determination in radiosurgery depended more on OAR tolerance dose compared to maximal tumor diameter ( Table 3 and Figure 1 ). One of the example case was acoustic neuroma which had been treated with radiosurgery. Figure  2 shows that peripheral dose was far from the brainstem. Median dose (range) Gy 11(9-14) 9.7(9.5-10) 9.5(9-9.5) 10(9.5-13) 9.5(9.5-10) 9 
Discussion
SRS is a technique that provides highdose radiation with a high degree of accuracy and coverage that conforms the shape of the target to obtain the desired radiobiology response and minimize radiation to the surrounding normal tissue.
Based on Quantitative Analysis of Normal Tissue Effects in the Clinic (QUANTEC) study, Median dose (range) Gy 11(9-14) 9.7(9.5-10) 9.5(9-9.5) 10(9.5-13) 9.5(9.5-10) 9.5
The nearest OAR normal tissue tolerance dose is volume-dependent. With this immobilization technique and imageguided radiosurgery delivery during verification in SRS will minimize the set-up margin. It will reduce treatment volume and make the risk of complications become lower. The target accuracy is high because the utilization of three-dimensional mapping system. Because of immobilization, three-dimensional mapping system and image-guided, we can deliver a high radiation dose which can produce desired radiobiology responses (tumor ablation and vascular obliteration). The effect of radiosurgery in tumor immunity is still being studied. While in radiotherapy, we try to deliver homogenous dose distribution, in radiosurgery we deliver heterogeneous dose distribution with steep dose gradient. It is expected with heterogeneous dose distribution we try to create hot spot in tumor, which will ablate the radio resistant clonogenic tumor cell. 2, 3, 7 The prescribed dose for radiosurgery depends on the maximal tumor diameter and tolerance dose to surrounding normal tissue. Based on RTOG 90-05, we can deliver radiosurgery safe with the maximum prescribed dose is 24Gy, 18Gy and 15Gy to the tumor size of ≤20mm, 21-30mm and 31-40mm in maximum diameter, with a low probability of brain necrosis. Meanwhile, for the guidance for dose limitation of surrounding critical healthy tissue was based on QUANTEC study. The important critical tissues are brainstem, optic chiasm and optic nerve. The dose limitation for such organ are Dmax optic chiasm and optic nerve <10-12Gy, Dmax brain stem <12-12.5Gy. 6, [8] [9] [10] [11] Some benign intra-cranial tumors can be treated with radiosurgery, including pituitary adenoma, acoustic neuroma, meningioma, craniopharyngioma and pineocytoma. They usually do not respond well to fractionated radiotherapy because of the radio-resistant nature. The α/β ratio is assumed low, usually approximately 3Gy. In the point of view of efficacy, there is no advantaged which can be gained from fractionated radiotherapy compared to single fraction radiosurgery in the small benign tumor, meanwhile single fraction is more convenient for the patient compared to multiple fractions. 12, 13 From our experience, we must consider the maximum tumor diameter and OAR dose limitation for determination of prescribed dose. We will determine the dose based on the lowest dose, which will cause the lowest toxicity. In this study, we observed that surrounding healthy tissue tolerance dose had the lower dose than dose limitation from maximal tumor diameter perspective. eJKI We delivered radiosurgery dose below many other studies because in many of our case, the tumor was located next to critical normal tissue. As an example, skull base meningioma was attached to the brainstem. The radiosurgery dose for meningioma is usually 14-16Gy, but if the meningioma located attached to the optic chiasm, we can only prescribe the dose not more than optic chiasm tolerance dose, which is 10Gy based on QUANTEC study. In our experience, we only delivered 9.5Gy to tumor peripheral. So if we compare the dose between skull base meningioma and convexity meningioma, we can deliver the higher dose in convexity meningioma compared with skull base meningioma. If we review the result of RTOG 90-05, we can only deliver that dose in non-eloquent area of the brain, in which the tumor location is far from critical OAR. [14] [15] [16] [17] [18] [19] [20] [21] [22] 
Conclusions
The dose determination in radiosurgery depended on the maximal tumor diameter and OAR tolerance dose, but the physician's tendency in dose prescription was more in OAR tolerance dose compared with maximal tumor diameter perspective.
